
ARMOR BASE 
The protective sintered base is built to resist much more damage by sliders and kickers than any other regular wakeboard 
base. This base makes the difference on sliders and kickers when it comes to durability and is amazingly fast on features.  

MOLDED IN FINS 
Integrated fins that improve the board’s grip in the water and provide stability when landing.

HYBRID CORE 
The hybrid core made from flexible paulownia wood and lightweight PVC provides the ultimate combination between 
flexibility and strength, excellent characteristics for a boat as well as for a cable park experience.  

WOOD CORE
Strong, durable and solid 100% wood construction that offers a board-controlled flex on features and absorbs hard 
blows on the water. 

ARMED CORE 
Molded polyurethane core with integrated ABS/plastic reinforcements inside the base rails and molded-in fins to help the 
board sustain and better tolerate rail grind and other park use. ABS is a strong and durable thermoplastic.  

PU CORE 
Functional and reliable molded polyurethane core that has been used widely in low-end to high-end wakeboards for 
years and for many years to come.

RIM CORE
A wakeboard with a RIM (Reaction Injection Molding) construction has a core made by a mixture of polymer injected into 
the mold. This mixture sits in the mold until it’s expanded and cured. This creates a strong, flexible and very lightweight 
wakeboard. 

FLEX 
Technology that creates flexibility in the tip and tail of a wakeboard. This characteristic makes tip and tail landings softer 
and makes it easier to press on a rail.  

ABS SIDE WALL 
ABS is a thermoplastic material used as sidewall construction that primarily serves to protect the core and edge from the 
boards. This sidewall makes a board durable and resistant to sliders and kickers.

TRIAXIAL LAYUP 
This special fiberglass weave has fibers that have been positioned in three angles (0°/+45°/-45°) in addition to running 
nose to tail. It reduces weight and allows for flexibility and torsion. Triaxial fiberglass fabric is a high-strength stitch-
bonded product.

M6 INSERTS
The new standard for the insert packs; a metric thread which means more turns with a shorter screw. 

Warranty on all wakeboards will be cancelled if used on features such as “kickers” and “sliders”.

CONTINUOUS ROCKER 
Smooth, continuous arch. A “continuous rocker” has a smooth curved shape. Wakeboards with a “continuous 
rocker” provide fast, smooth rides and allow you to turn more easily. You can generate considerable speed on a 
“continuous rocker” wakeboard. Speed and a very predictable “pop” (height) when you hit the wake will shoot 
you further out into the flats. “Continuous rocker” wakeboards are great for carving, especially on glassy-smooth 
mornings. Difference in rocker/fin reflects variation in size. 

3-STAGE ROCKER 
Angled with a “flat spot” in the center. A wakeboard with a “3-stage rocker” features three distinct planes on the 
bottom of the board. A “3-stage rocker” causes your wakeboard to respond with more “pop” (height) when you 
hit the wake. Boards with a “3-stage rocker” have a flat spot that makes the impact of landings more intense and 
gives a slight sluggish (slow) feeling after landing. One thing’s for sure - you’re more stable. Difference in “rocker”/
fin reflects variation in size.

HYBRID ROCKER 
The “hybrid rocker” features a blend of “continuous” and “three-stage rockers” and brings together the best of both worlds: 
fast pop and consistency. The aggressiveness of the “3-stage rocker” and stability of the “continuous rocker” is the perfect 
combination of “rockers” that makes these boards fast and stable. Difference in “rocker”/fin reflects variation in size. 

0.6” SLIDER FINS
Gives perfect hold for air tricks and has the perfect flat top shape for easy rail riding. Solid and thick fin that 
doesn’t wear out fast because it’s made of durable reinforced nylon.  

1.0” POLYCARBONATE/PLASTIC FINS 
React quickly and provide a better overall “edge hold”.  

1.3”/1.7” PLASTIC FINS 
A fast-releasing and reacting profile, better edge hold and smooth release. 

FLAT TOP TECH 
A completely flat top for a “snappier”, livelier board to binding feel.

ROLLED EDGE 
Helps prevent board from splitting at the edges. The rolled edge positions the seams of the edges on the top the 
board instead of at the base. This way you can hit “kickers” and “sliders” without any worries. It also makes the 
board sit higher in the water for more speed.

HYBRID EDGE 
“Rolled edge” at the midsection that blends into sharp end rails towards the tip and tail for more “edge hold” and 
aggressive cuts. The “rolled edge” midsection allows for easier sliding over “edge” and prevents damage to the edges.

TRIPLE FLAT SPOT
The unique triple flat spot reduces wear from hitting sliders and kickers thanks to three identical and completely 
flat areas next to each other at the center of the base.
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